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About This Game

WAR TRUCK SIMULATOR!
Welcome soldier! You are a representative of a special military group dealing with specific tasks in the enemy's territory! If

there is a lack of ammo, wounded soldiers, emergency situations, you have to be there! This special car is entrusted to you, in
which you perform your job! As I mentioned, you will mainly operate in the enemy's territory, difficult tasks await you! I hope

you are ready ... You must be! Prepare for difficult missions! Pedal to the metal!

Features:

- You have to drive through difficult terrain and at the same time not destroy your vehicle.
- Be ready for a conflict against your enemy on his area.

- You will have to choose a path that will decide the course of the mission!
- In front of you difficult tasks, and you have to face it!

- Diversified terrain, weather anomalies, it all affects the ride!

* Restocked version included additional content.
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